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Window Sill Details for Effective
Drainage of Water
By M.A. Lacasse and M.M. Armstrong
Satisfactory window performance demands a good product and proper
installation. This Update presents results from a recent study of sill
installation details for the effective drainage of inadvertent water entry at
the wall-window interface.
Inadequate detailing practices and improper
installation of windows have led to numerous premature and costly building envelope
failures caused by water entry. Because the
watertightness of the window itself cannot
always be assured over its life, measures
should be taken to avert the damaging
effects of inadvertent water entry. Water
entry can cause damage to interior finishes
and in the case of wood-frame construction,
may lead to wood rot or the formation of
mould in the wall assembly (Figure 1).
There are a number of different
approaches to window installation depending on the type of window (box or with
mounting flange) and whether installation
precedes or follows that of the sheathing
membrane. But which methods are best to
mitigate the effects of water entry and cope
with the expected loss in watertightness
over the life of an installation? Which
installation features are most likely to ensure
long-term performance?
This Update focuses on sill details for
effective drainage of inadvertent water entry
at the wall-window interface or entry from
a defective window. These details are
intended for either new window installation
or the replacement of existing windows.

Figure 1. Damage caused by water entry

NRC-IRC Research on Window
Installation Details
The NRC Institute for Research in
Construction (NRC-IRC) undertook a
research project to investigate the effectiveness of various wall-window interface
details for managing rainwater. The intent
was to assess the robustness of specified
window installations by considering what
occurs when windows leak, when jointing
products at the window interface fail,
or when the installation has reduced
airtightness.
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Figure 2. (a) Sample wall-window test assembly; (b) Diagram of wall-window assembly showing
locations of wall-window interface details

The laboratory testing was designed to
represent residential window installation
practice. Testing was conducted on wallwindow interface details incorporating
vinyl windows with mounting flanges and
variations in approaches to their installation.
The wall-window assemblies (see Figure 2)
were subjected to watertightness performance
tests that mimic significant wind-driven
rain loads. These test loads match those of
significant rainfall events of 5, 15 or
30 minutes duration that might occur every
10 to 30 years.

Response of Wall-Window Interface to
Wind-Driven Rain
Water may enter at the window because of
deficiencies in the window components,
either inherent or after the window has
“aged.” It may also enter because of incorrect window installation. When rain water
is driven to the window, the risk of water
entry at any deficiency increases, given that
water may enter small openings due to the
actions of gravity, capillary forces, or wind.
Water entering a defective window or along
the perimeter interface between the window
and cladding may find its way into the wall
assembly, but ultimately some water drains
downwards and collects at the sill (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. (a) Vertical section of a window with mounting flanges illustrating water entry at the base of the window and
collection at sill; (b) Water accumulating at the sill must be drained
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Figure 4. Vertical section of window showing key elements for adequate management of inadvertent
water entry at the window sill

Water collecting at the sill must be managed
as it may eventually seep into the wall
assembly, causing damage to moisturesensitive components. Stagnant water is
also to be avoided as it may lead to the
growth of mould.

Installation Details for Managing
Rainwater Entry
Results derived from the laboratory testing
of different window installation designs
showed that the window should be installed
with a sill flashing “system.” Key elements
of a sill flashing system for a window with
a mounting flange that provides adequate
protection to inadvertent water entry are
provided in Figure 4 and include:
• Back dam (1)
• Sloped sill (2)
• Sill flashing membrane wrapping up the
jambs and over the sheathing membrane
at the sill (3)
• Proper lapping of flashing layers and the
sheathing membrane (4)
• Drainage gap behind the window
flange (5)
• Backer rod and sealant to provide
continuity of the air barrier (6)
• Insulation to the interior side of the sill,
leaving the drainage path unobstructed (7)

The back dam, as the name suggests,
provides a stop to water being driven into
the wall assembly at the innermost part of
the window opening; the sloped sill (the
unprotected sloped sill and back dam are
also shown in Figure 5) ensures that any
water entry at the window sill is simply
directed to a gap between the window frame
and the edge of the sill where it drains to
the exterior simply by the action of gravity.
To promote adequate drainage, the slope
at the sill should be at least 1/15 the depth
of the window sill (i.e. ¼-in. rise over
3¾ in. depth).

Figure 5. Sloped sill and back dam
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Figure 6. Pan flashing (black, self-adhered
membrane) extends up the jambs

Figure 8. Sealing the window frame to the air
barrier at the interior side

A sill flashing membrane is installed to
protect the sloped sill; this same protection
is extended up the jambs (Figure 6). Proper
lapping of the flashing layers over the
sheathing membrane at the sill, but beneath
the sheathing at the jambs, helps ensure
proper drainage and averts water entry
behind the sheathing membrane (Figure 7).
If the window has an installation flange,
the flange must not come into direct contact with the sill, as this has been shown to
retard or prevent the drainage of water
present at the sill. A small gap (2-3 mm)
between the flange and sill edge is all that
is necessary to provide drainage at this
location (see Figure 4). For example, this can
be accomplished through the use of cap nails
installed behind the flange at the sill.

Ensuring continuity of the air barrier is
a crucial element in the installation of the
window. This is achieved by incorporating
a sealant and backer rod at the interior
perimeter seal of the window assembly
(Figure 8). The seal must be made to the
interior air barrier element (e.g., a polyethylene vapour barrier) to ensure continuity.
The final element in the installation is
insulation. Insulation should be placed at the
head and jambs and, as shown in Figure 4,
at the sill as well. Note that the sloped sill
should remain unobstructed so as to allow
for proper drainage.

Figure 7. Proper lapping of sheathing membrane
and self-adhered flashing (shingle fashion)
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Selection of Components and
their Assembly
Regarding the selection of components, sill
pan products can be obtained as flexible
membranes, preformed flexible or rigid
plastic or metal elements. Some of the flexible membranes are the self-adhering type;
this can help ease the installation process.
Although there are several types of sill pan
products on the market, results from testing, although not focused on evaluating the
products as such, did not reveal any advantages to one type over the other. However,
it was revealed that self-sealing products,
such as self-adhered flexible membrane
products, help reduce the risk of water
entry at fastener locations.

When selecting components that help
ensure air and water tightness – such as
gaskets, sealants, and spray-in-place foams –
thought needs to be given to whether the
combination of components that come into
contact with one another will remain intact
over the life of the assembly. For products
that rely on adhesion to provide air and
water tightness of the assembly, the issue of
compatibility between products should be
considered. Compatible products will likely
remain attached whereas incompatible
products may lose adhesion prematurely.
Gaskets are typically preformed closed-cell
foam or rubber products that provide a seal
by being compressed into a joint; the
desired seal is achieved by selecting a gasket size slightly larger than the expected
joint width. Since exposure to heat causes
such products to lose their elasticity or
resilience over time and thus their ability
to provide a seal, gaskets need to be
replaced periodically.
Of particular importance to ensuring a
successful sill pan flashing is the sequence
of installation of the different components.
This cannot be overemphasized as without it,
it is unlikely that sheathing membranes and
flashing will be properly lapped to ensure
positive drainage. This proper lapping
(shingle fashion) is shown in Figure 7.

Implications
Results from these NRC-IRC tests indicate
that window installation designs that do not
permit drainage from the sill are vulnerable
to excessive water retention when exposed
to extreme rainfall events. Window installation details that provide a proper route
for drainage, and include the related
installation features as described in this
Update, are adequate to manage even the
most significant rainfall events occurring
in North America.

Other issues in window
installation
There are a number of other important
issues to consider when installing
windows, beyond what has been covered
in this Update. These will be explored
in three future Updates:
• Airtightness: How the degree of airtightness, and the location of the plane
of airtightness of the wall-window
interface, affect water entry.
• Condensation risks: To what degree
do wall-window drainage details and
airtightness affect the risk to condensation on windows?
• Wind-driven rain loads: How winddriven rain loads vary across Canada,
why knowledge of these loads is
important to window installation
design and how this affects installation details.

Summary
This Update focused on providing key
window installation details that ensure
effective drainage of inadvertent water
entry at the wall-window interface. The
prescribed practice was based on results of
NRC-IRC laboratory watertightness testing
on different types of windows. A sill pan
flashing system that incorporates a back
dam, sloped sill, protective membrane for
the rough opening and takes into consideration the proper sequence of installation of
components, are all key features of an adequate system. Window installation details
that provide a proper route for drainage, as
described in this Update, are adequate for
managing even the most significant rainfall
events occurring in North America.
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